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Abstract

Canines and humans have lived together for many thousands of years,
to our mutual benefit. In addition to providing companionship, dogs
can perform critical roles, such as assisting humans with medical con-
cerns, searching for lost individuals, and detecting substances by scent.
Researching how technology might be designed for canines has the
potential to significantly improve the lives of both dogs and humans. We
draw upon the extensive foundations and literature in human-centered
computing to identify and adapt models and methods that are rele-
vant for canines. Our work surveys the landscape of canine-centered
computing and canine psychophysics, and generates a framework and
set of guidelines to help inform the requirements, design, and evalua-
tion of systems for canines. Our principal aim is to invite and challenge
human computer interaction (HCI) researchers to contribute to the field
of canine-centered computing, and we conclude with a call to action in
this promising nascent field.

L. Freil et al.. Canine-Centered Computing. Foundations and TrendsR© in
Human-Computer Interaction, vol. 10, no. 2, pp. 87–164, 2016.
DOI: 10.1561/1100000064.



1
Introduction

Human–computer interaction (HCI) is a relatively mature field in com-
puting. Design and system evaluation metrics, theories, frameworks,
and guidelines have been extensively researched since the first ideas
about interaction emerged in the 1960s [Meyers 1998]. One of the major
tenets of HCI is that good design and system evaluation are critical to
the success of new technologies. Recent research has begun to explore
the possibilities of creating computing technologies for a non-human
population: dogs. There are many domains in which dogs could utilize
technology, from life-skill tasks such as being able to let themselves
outside, to entertainment and games for enrichment, or monitoring for
stress. Perhaps the clearest potential for combining dogs and computing
is for working dogs, who can perform life-enhancing or even life-saving
functions if they have access to usable computing technologies. Conse-
quently, interest in studying design and evaluation for canine-focused
systems has grown significantly in the last few years. This paper exam-
ines the history and the current state of the art in the nascent field
of canine-centered computing (CCC). We provide a framework based
on established human-centered computing concepts and methods to
classify and compare CCC studies. Our hope is to borrow and adapt
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foundations of human centered computing to create a foundation for
canine-centered computing.

The intent of this survey is to provide a foundation that will enable
an HCI researcher or practitioner who is familiar with HCI theory,
models, and methods to understand and contribute to the new field
of canine-centered computing. Webster’s dictionary defines the word
“canine” to be “dog,” and we will use these terms interchangeably,
to reflect the language of the literature. Human centered computing
employs methods to examine cultures, organizations, and processes,
to determine how computing might fill needs for users. The hope is
that canine-centered computing can utilize variants of these methods
in much the same way to investigate the world of dogs, their cultures,
and their homes and workplaces, and determine where computing might
augment, sustain, or improve the dog’s life and work. To do so, we must
develop a toolbox of canine-centered interaction techniques that can
be applied, as appropriate, to a given situation or task. The HCI field
has developed many such tools and techniques, and paradigms such as
“windows, icons, menus, and pointers” have made computing accessible
to much of human society. What interaction paradigms will make com-
puting generally accessible to dogs? Answering that question is both
exciting and challenging, as many interfaces for canines to date have
focused on testing canine cognition for scientific purposes or have been
developed for very specific tasks in human–canine partnerships where
dogs have been expected to use affordances designed for humans. In
this paper, we survey interaction techniques that seem promising in
moving towards canine-centered computing, and we borrow from Nor-
man’s [2013] seven stages of action, Shneiderman’s [1982] writings on
direct manipulation, and Nielsen’s principles for heuristic evaluation
[1994] to guide the conversation. We also make a distinction between
“interaction” and “interface.” Canine interaction includes the entire
cycle of cognitive evaluation and execution where a dog forms a goal,
acts, observes, and evaluates the result of that action in the environ-
ment, and compares it to the goal. Training and cognition also play a
large part in canine interaction. When we refer to a canine interface, on
the other hand, we restrict ourselves to discussing the affordances that
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help a dog determine actionable properties of the particular device (e.g.,
bite, tug, push, touch, etc.), the software and hardware that responds
to a dog’s actions, and the output devices that communicate the com-
puter’s state to the dog. We view canine-centered interfaces as a subset
of canine-centered interaction, and canine-centered interaction as sub-
set of canine-centered computing. Interfaces are focused on the sensors,
actuators, displays, and other aspects of information transfer between
the canine and the system. However, interactions include the larger set
of systems beyond interfaces, such as monitoring systems that, unbe-
knownst to the dog, measure and record how a dog interacts with the
system or the environment.

The recent surge in sensors and devices available for wearable and
ubiquitous computing has provided ample opportunities for researchers
to create canine–computer interfaces, enabling rapid advances and
innovation. However, standards for evaluation in the field have yet to
be established, and there is much room to evolve our understanding
of how to develop appropriate interactions for dogs and their human
partners. By sharing a survey of current techniques and grounding our
discussion using established principles in HCI and HCC, we hope to
help spur progress towards a theoretical and practical foundation for
canine-centered computing.



2
History and Background

2.1 Humans and canines throughout history

Anthropologists estimate that dogs and humans have co-existed for
approximately 30,000 years, as shown in the timeline in Figure 2.1.
Early evidence of domestication in 15,000-year-old cave paintings show
dog-like animals and humans working in tandem to hunt. Records of
dogs assisting humans with disabilities date back to the first century in
ancient Rome [IGD, 2012]. As dogs became more prevalent in human
society as companions, we find many accounts of dogs serving a variety
of roles, such as hunting, guarding, tracking, and herding. While breeds
were not formalized until after the thirteenth century, there were huge
variations in canine anatomy and capabilities [Serpell, 1995]. While
distinct “breeds” had not yet been classified, selective breeding based on
specific physical traits and behaviors made specific traits in dogs more
successful in working roles [Zeder et al., 2006]. It wasn’t until 200 years
ago when dogs with specific traits were given names that identified
their genealogy, leading to the formation of the official “breeds” used
today [Larson et al., 2012].

In current times, dogs have been employed in new roles for working
with humans. A modern example is Search and Rescue dogs finding or
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92 History and Background

Figure 2.1: Historical timeline of canine–human existence.

tracking individuals lost in widely ranging urban or wilderness environ-
ments. Police and military dogs use their olfaction abilities to detect
substances, such as explosives or drugs. Dogs are the most ubiquitous
assistance animals, helping humans with a variety of needs, such as
guiding people who are blind and alerting human partners to emergency
medical conditions. Dogs can detect the onset of seizures, cancerous
tumors, or low blood sugar for diabetics [Dalziel et al., 2003]. Many of
the working dog roles expand upon the capabilities earlier professions
leveraged; hunting capabilities have been adapted for Search and Res-
cue, the scent discrimination capabilities of tracking dogs are leveraged
for drug and explosive detection dogs, and retrieving capabilities allow
dogs to pick up things that a disabled person drops.

One of the unique things that separate dogs from wolves and other
non-human mammals (including primates) is their ability to recognize
and understand human gestural and social cues [Hare and Tomasello,
2005]. Many studies conducted by Brian Hare, among others, have
shown these social capabilities are prevalent across all dogs. The exact
nature of this ability is unknown; however, there are a few hypothe-
ses. The first is the natural selection advantage that occurred during
domestication that selected for dogs who were capable of implicitly
understanding human social cues. For example, a dog that could fol-
low a human’s gaze or pointing might more readily gain food or avoid
danger. Secondly, it is possible that domestication merely increases the
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window in which a puppy can learn social behaviors from humans.
Ultimately, it is agreed that dogs generally perform much better than
any other studied, non-human species at learning and understanding
human behaviors [Udell et al., 2010].

We provide the origins of these socially cognitive capabilities to
lend insight into the long history of interaction between humans and
dogs. To this day, dogs perform critical tasks that cannot be performed
by humans or machines — there is a mutual beneficence between dogs
and humans. The field of human–computer interaction has provided
immense improvements to the efficiency, effectiveness, and productivity
of humans working with technology; similarly, canine-centered comput-
ing has the potential to enable similar benefits to dogs working with
technology. Understanding the unique capabilities and needs of dogs
can allow researchers and practitioners to create systems that could
significantly enhance both canine and human lives.

2.2 Application domains for dogs and technology

In addition to the companionship many dogs provide as pets, the sen-
sory capabilities of dogs have made them indispensable partners in
several domains. While there is potential for a variety of applications
for pets, much of current canine-centered computing research focuses
on working dogs. As motivating examples, we outline several of the
most common roles for dogs and provided a brief description of how
technology might support them.

Search and Rescue (SAR). The earliest records of dogs aiding humans
in Search and Rescue (SAR) date back to the 1600s in the Swiss Alps,
where dogs could locate victims of avalanches by scent. Dogs have also
aided in military efforts by locating injured soldiers, as in WWI [Great-
batch et al., 2015]. SAR teams have also been instrumental in locating
humans who are lost in urban disaster scenarios such as earthquakes
[Fogle, 1988, Chiu et al., 2002]. Available technology for SAR teams
includes commercial wearable GPS systems [Whistle, Inc., 2016, Pod,
2016] as well as research prototypes incorporating video cameras into
GPS [Phys.org, 2016]. Currently SAR teams typically rely on “recall
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and re-find” in situations where the dog needs to work out of sight or
hearing range of his handler. When the dog finds the search target, he
must return to his handler and then re-find the target. In addition to
using GPS to track the dog’s location, some teams (origin in Europe)
utilize a “bringsel” — a padded stick hanging from the dog’s collar.
When the dog finds the target, he takes the bringsel in his mouth as a
signal to the handler. Technology in the form of wearable sensors could
allow a dog to alert to a found target without recalling to the handler.
Remote command systems could also enable long-distance communi-
cation from handler to SAR dog [Zeagler et al., 2016a].

Bomb and Drug Detection. The olfactory capability of dogs is a critical
component of a bomb or drug detection team. Dogs can be trained to
detect a variety of scents, including explosives and also combinations
of explosives [Lazarowski and Dorman, 2014] as well as drugs. Dogs
typically alert to a trained scent with a controlled behavior such as a sit
or down. Both police and military employ detection dogs in daily work
as well as special missions [NPDF, 2016]. Technology could provide
dogs a way of communicating to their handlers exactly what scent they
have just detected, which could allow the human handler to make better
decisions about how to respond.

Assistance. Service dogs assist people with motor disabilities, by pulling
wheelchairs, opening doors, helping their human partner to and from a
wheelchair, and picking up dropped items [CCI, 2016]. These dogs can
take the place of a human assistant, providing independence to many
people with disabilities. Training is often customized to serve the par-
ticular needs of the human partner. Technology can enable communi-
cation between dog and handler, such as a haptic system that allows a
disabled handler to silently command a dog to perform a task, rather
than having to speak and disturb others.

Hearing Assistance. Hearing dogs alert to sounds in the environment,
such as the doorbell ringing, the baby crying, or the person’s name
being called [CCI, 2016]. When the dog hears the trained sound, he
typically alerts by nudging his handler and then leading her to the
source of the sound. Technology could allow the dog to identify which
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sound he just heard and alert the handler, which could be critical for
situations, when the dog cannot lead the handler to the source of the
sound, such as a tornado siren.

Guide dogs. One of the original roles of assistance dogs was to assist
people who are blind to navigate and avoid obstacles [IGD, 2016]. Guide
dogs are trained for “intelligent disobedience,” which means that they
should disobey a command that is unsafe, such as crossing a street
with dangerous traffic [Guidedogs, 2016]. Guide dogs carry a tremen-
dous responsibility to keep their handlers safe and to make decisions
independently. Technology could assist guide dogs in informing their
handlers of obstacles in the environment, or considerations such as
whether a set of stairs in their path goes up or down.

Medical Alert. Seizure or diabetic alert dogs are trained to detect a
medical emergency, often before the handler is aware it is happening.
They can be trained to alert the handler, and help them get to a safe
location, and attempt to rouse the person if they become unconscious.
Medical alert dogs can use technology to literally save lives by sum-
moning help from emergency services or family members via texting
and GPS.

PTSD/Emotional Support. PTSD dogs are trained with many specific
behaviors, such as turning lights on in a dark room, standing behind
the handler to “have his back,” and trying to rouse the handler if he
or she has flashbacks [PTSD, 2016]. Emotional support dogs typically
have calm, even temperaments and they can be a supportive presence
to reduce stress for people with anxiety or other disorders. PTSD dogs
could use technology to alert family members to an episode or to inter-
rupt their handler’s flashback.

Pets. Pet dogs make up the largest demographic of canines in the
world with approximately 70 million pet dogs in the United States
alone [American Veterinary Medical Association, 2012]. To date, most
of the computing research with pets has focused on canine cognition
and social behavior. Recent commercial products (such as the Whistle
[Whistle, Inc., 2016]) provide monitoring for pet activity to quantify
exercise and rest, in order to inform pet owners about their pet’s life
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and health. These systems typically have a logging capability that allow
owners to make notes about their pet’s day. While dogs do not directly
interact with these monitoring systems, they must be designed for dogs
and therefore are included in canine-centered computing.

Table 2.1 summarizes canine-centered computing domain examples
discussed earlier.

While there are other emerging domains for dogs, such as cancer
detection, the above list comprises some of the most common roles for
dogs today. Most of these domains capitalize on the ability of dogs to
perform tasks humans are incapable of performing as well or at all.
For example, many of them rely on a canine’s sense of smell to detect
chemical markers indicative of drugs, explosives, or the presence of
a human. Search and rescue applications also frequently rely on dog’s
ability to more quickly and efficiently travel through and search an area
than a human could. Therefore, when a canine is a user in a system, it
is important to consider the physiological capabilities of dogs in order
to properly study or design a canine-computer system. The following
section explores the perceptual capabilities of dogs.

Table 2.1: Application domain examples.

Domain Domain characteristics CCC research
Search and rescue Location of victims

[Greatbatch et al., 2015]
Wearable GPS systems for
location tracking [Whistle, Inc.,
2016, Pod, 2016]

Locating earthquake victims
[Fogle, 1988, Chiu et al.,
2002]

Incorporating Video Cameras
into GPS [Phys.org, 2016]

Wearable vest detecting
physiological states, GPS,
cameras, microphone [Bozkurt
et al., 2014]

Wearable vest with GPS, IMUs,
audible and haptic feedback
[Britt et al., 2011]

Bomb detection
[NPDF, 2016]

Distinguishing between
explosives [Lazarowski and
Dorman, 2014]

Microphone attached to dog’s
head [Gazit et al., 2003]
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Table 2.1: (Continued)

Domain Domain characteristics CCC research
Physical assistance Pulling wheelchairs, opening

doors, picking up dropped
items [CCI, 2016]

Wearable sensors [Jackson
et al., 2015] and haptics [Byrne
et al., 2014] for dog-handler
communication

Hearing assistance Alerting to sounds in the
environment [CCI, 2016]

Sending text messages to
handler about sounds [Jackson
et al., 2013, 2015]

Medical alert Alerting to physical and
olfactory changes in the
body

Alert diabetic’s emergency
contact of low blood sugar
[Robinson et al., 2014]

Alerting others for help through
audible message [Valentin et al.,
2015a,b]

Guide dogs Alerting handler to obstacles
in their path

Haptic alert systems [Park
et al., 2017]

PTSD/emotional
support

Turning lights on in a dark
room [PTSD, 2016]

Alerting family members or
handler of an event (no current
studies) Commercial buttons for
dogs to allow interactions with
lights

Pets Activity monitoring Commercial tools such as
[Whistle, Inc., 2016]

Canine Cognition studies remote training [Resner, 2001]



3
Psychophysics of Dogs

Human–computer interaction is based on a foundation of understand-
ing cognitive, motor, and perceptual human abilities and the user
models that describe them. Dogs have many perceptual abilities far
beyond that of humans, particularly hearing and olfaction. This section
identifies the differences between human and canine capabilities and
is intended to provide a foundation that enables computer scientists,
designers, and those interested in CCC to effectively and strategically
design for canines. To provide a base of understanding for canine per-
ception, we provide a brief, anatomical overview of dog psychophysics
and discuss the relevant literature for each sense.

3.1 Olfaction, the sense of smell

The olfactory recess is “seen as the height of the perfection in the
dog” [Negus and Straatsma, 1960]. The olfactory system is the most
developed of the canine senses, with a large representation in the canine
brain [Berns et al., 2015]. Both human and canine perception of odor
is conducted by the olfactory nerve; however, the difference between
each species’ perception of odors is highlighted when considering the
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Table 3.1: Comparisons of the canine and human olfactory systems.

Olfaction Canine perception Human perception
Sensory Receptors 220–300 Million

receptors
5–6 Million receptors

Can detect odorant
concentration levels at

1–2 parts per trillion
[Walker et al., 2006]

7.11–167.53 parts per
billion [Walker et al.,
2003]

quantity of olfactory receptors. Canines have 220–300 million receptors,
as opposed to humans, who have 5–6 million. This large number of
olfactory receptors allows dogs to detect odorants at extremely low
concentration levels. Studies show that canines can detect between 1
and 2 parts per trillion, which is 4–5 orders of magnitude higher than
their human counterparts at 7.11–167.53 parts per billion [Walker et al.,
2006]. Table 3.1 summarizes the difference between human and canine
olfaction abilities.

Sniffing, Panting, and Licking. The structure of the canine nasal cavity
and its ability for odor transport, such as inspiratory airflow rate and
tidal volume with body mass, are the most impressive [Craven et al.,
2010]. Using a transparent muzzle capable of detecting airflow, Craven
et al. [2010] distinguish between the role that sniffing, panting, and
licking play within canine olfaction. Each action transports air into
distinct parts of the olfactory recess, allowing for canines to process a
scent on different levels. These levels are hypothesized to allow dogs to
discriminate between odorants.

3.2 Hearing

Hearing is the second most developed canine perceptual capability.
Dogs can distinguish a wider range of frequencies than humans can.
However, just like humans, their range of frequencies diminishes with
age. Additionally, the shape and functional distance of the dog’s ears
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Table 3.2: Comparisons of the canine and human hearing systems [Heffner 2007].

Canine Human
Sound perception perception
Hearing range 40–60,000Hz 20–20,000Hz
Absolute sensitivity 1.75–25 kHz 250Hz–8.1 kHz
Frequency 10.5 Octaves 10 Octaves

(which can vary widely by breed) have been correlated with their high-
frequency limit and the speed with which sound reaches them. Table 3.2
compares canine and human hearing capabilities.

3.3 Vision

While humans predominantly rely on their sight, canine visual abilities
have evolved to augment their more developed senses. Miller and Mur-
phy [1995] provide a thorough analysis of canine visual abilities; here
we present those we viewed as pertinent to canine-centered computing.

Canine eyes consist predominantly of rods, providing them with a
higher peak sensitivity to light, which allows them to see better in dim
lighting. Humans eyes, on the other hand, are predominantly cones,
allowing them to have better color vision and see better in bright light-
ing. The canine visual field of view varies across breed, ranging between
240◦ and 250◦, and allowing dogs to take more into their field of view;
however human binocular overlap is greater than it is in dogs, which
allows for better depth perception. Table 3.3 compares the human and
canine visual systems.

3.4 Somatic sensation

Dog’s skin can be described by two very distinct categories, hairy skin
and non-hairy, or glabrous, skin. The majority of the canine body sur-
face is covered in hair and this allows for canine perceptions of somatic
sensations that differ significantly from humans in a variety of ways.
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Table 3.3: Comparisons of the canine and human visual systems [Miller 1995,
except where otherwise cited].

Canine Human
Vision perception perception
Central 25 deg of
retina

Predominantly rods Predominantly
cones

Peak sensitivity to
light of wavelengths

506–510 nm > 1 h
Recovery

∼496 nm < 1 h
Recovery

Shoulder height from <8′′ to >34′′ From <48′′ to >62′′
[Sanders and
McCormick, 1987]

Visual field 240–250◦; 120◦
Ipsilateral, 15–30◦
contralateral

180◦

The non-hair segments of their body, such as their noses, their foot-
pads, and various portions of their underbelly, provide canines with
different nerve resolutions, allowing for canines to distinguish differ-
ences in environments, such as ground textures.

Hairy Skin. Dog hair affects canine perceptions in various ways. First,
dogs experience a reduced perception on their skin compared to
humans. Second, their ability to thermally regulate their temperatures
is based on hair length, density, thickness, color, and glossiness — light
tones reflect light and keep the dogs cooler, where darker tones absorb
heat. Lastly, their coat types and densities reduce nerve resolution,
which can affect the precision with which dogs can locate a touch on
their bodies.

Footpads. The footpad is considered part of the integumentary system,
being composed of thick skin and fatty, shock-absorbing tissue. The
footpads have plentiful nerves, which provide sensory abilities for both
stability and traction on various surfaces, as well as exploring objects
in the environment. The footpads are the only area of a dog’s body
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(other than the nose) that contain sweat glands. These sweat glands
likely serve to mark scent as well as possibly improving traction while
running [Volmerhaus et al., 2013, Miller et al., 2013]. Dogs use their
footpads as sensory organs, in addition to their noses.

Sinus and Tylotrich Hairs and Tylotrich Pads. Sinus hairs are the long
hairs around the snout (whiskers) that extend deeper into the skin.
Their higher sensitivity and increased extension provide important sen-
sory functionality [Miller et al., 2013]. First, they allow for dogs to
detect how far their face is from an object. Secondly, sinus hairs detect
vibration in the air, allowing them to perceive their environment and
extend their vision. Tylotrich hairs serve the same functionality, except
they are the longer and stiffer hairs scattered within a dog’s coat.

Table 3.4: Comparisons of the canine and human tactile systems (canine perception
is from [Byrne et al., 2016], human perception is from [Lee et al., 2006]).

Canine Human
Tactile perception perception
Meissner corpuscle
(responds to vibration)

10–100 Hz 30–70 Hz

Merkel cell (pressure and
texture)

0.4–100 Hz 2–32 Hz

Pacinian corpuscle
(vibration)

40–800 Hz 50–1000 Hz

Ruffini corpuscle (sensitive
to skin stretching)

15–400 Hz Unlisted

Sinus hairs (vibrissae,
whiskers)

Rapid-adapting;
stroking; fluttering

n/a

Tylotrich hair Rapid-adapting;
stroking; fluttering

n/a

Tylotrich pad (down hairs) Slow-adapting; light
stroking

n/a
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Tylotrich pads provide sensory information from whiskers and pads
deep in the skin. They are comprised of Merkel Cells, which allow them
to feel pressure and texture. Table 3.4 compares the human and canine
tactile perception systems.

3.5 Kinesthetics, the vestibular system, and maneuverability

Kinesthetics corresponds to the awareness of one’s body, such as
being able to touch one’s forehead while blindfolded (proprioception).
Humans have the ability to sense the distribution of weight, body posi-
tion, and the relationship between different parts of our bodies. Our
understanding of human kinesthetics is not complete; however, it is
related to the inner ear, specifically the semicircular canals that han-
dle balance and dizziness and enable maneuverability. There is a set
of three semicircular canals: the anterior, the lateral, and the posterior
canal, that detect rotation along the saggittal, transverse, and coronal
planes, respectively. Together, they determine the body’s roll, pitch,
and yaw. Table 3.5 compares the human and canine kinesthetic sys-
tems.

Table 3.5: Comparisons of the canine and human kinesthetic systems.

Canine abilities Human abilities
Kinesthetics (mm) (mm)
Anterior (superior) canal 6 (Medium sized dogs) 15–20
Lateral canal 4.5 (Medium sized dogs) 12–15
Posterior canal 3.5 (Medium sized dogs) 18–22
Vestibule 3 (Medium sized dogs)



4
A Proposed Framework

for Canine-Centered Computing

Armed with an understanding of the history, application, and research
domains relating to canines, as well as a thorough understanding of
dogs’ perceptual and cognitive abilities, it is essential to situate this
knowledge in a common framework for designing and developing dog-
centered systems. To that end, we propose borrowing and adapting
from existing human–computer interaction research, drawing upon
well-known and proven models. Our aim is to craft a dog-specific frame-
work for analyzing, discussing, evaluating, and comparing different sys-
tems. We wish to describe whole systems as well as components of the
interaction between the canine and the system. We have chosen the
classic Don Norman seven-stage model [Norman, 2013] as a base for
our proposed canine-centered framework.

4.1 The Don Norman model

The Design of Everyday Things, by Don Norman, presents a seven-
stage model of action to describe “how people do things” [Norman,
2013]. This model is often used in the field of human–computer inter-
action (HCI) to analyze computer interfaces. Here, we adapt the model
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Figure 4.1: Canine-centered computing framework.

for dog interactions so that we may better understand “how dogs
do things”. Figure 4.1 shows the framework for the interaction of a
dog with an environment augmented with technology. This technol-
ogy may assist the dog in performing a task itself, in communicating
with humans, or in performing a task in tandem with humans or other
dogs. In the latter cases, the humans may also have an interaction
loop, though we will not focus on that here because we are adopt-
ing a canine-centric viewpoint. By showing how the canine intersects
the human model, we hope to show how canine-centric research could
be bridged with existing human-centric research. This bridging allows
the model to encompass more complex systems that involve technol-
ogy mediated canine human interactions, though by no means does the
canine-centered model require human interaction any more than the
standard human-centered model requires interaction with a dog. Note
that interactions with a human may be at a remote distance such that
the only possible communication is through technology. On the other
hand, the dog and human may be co-present, in which case communi-
cation can be through the technology or through the environment.

Our goal for this model is to provide a way to classify and iden-
tify different dog–technology interactions, provide useful metrics for
evaluating and comparing the effectiveness of interactions, and lastly
to provide a way of helping predict challenges when a researcher is
designing a system involving dog interactions.
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Norman’s model decomposes interaction into two phases: execu-
tion and evaluation. Execution involves determining what actions are
available and appropriate, and any disconnects lead to the “Gulf of
Execution” where the user can make mistakes in selecting or perform-
ing actions. Starting with a goal in mind (Stage 1), the actor in the
environment must formulate a plan of action (2), specify each stage in
that action sequence (3), and perform that action sequence (4). Eval-
uation is determining the outcome of an action; disconnects here lead
to the “Gulf of Evaluation,” meaning that the user may be unable to
perceive or understand the result of an action. Following an action, the
actor perceives the state of the world (5), interprets that perception
(6), and finally compares the outcome to the desired goal (7).

Execution errors during this cycle of action are divided into two
types: slips and mistakes. We will take some small liberties to adapt
Norman’s terms for dog interactions. Slips occur when the dog intends
to do one action, yet ends up doing something else or incompletely
performs the action. An example of a slip is when a dog attempts to
signal that his partner has fallen by pulling a device on his dog vest but
fails because the dog did not pull hard enough on the sensor. Mistakes
are errors that occur due to an incorrect goal or bad plan; an example
of a mistake would be where a dog incorrectly pushes a button when
the handler sits in a chair, when he was trained to only push a button
when his handler falls down. In the slip example, the interaction was
correct, but incomplete, in the mistake example, the dog performed the
wrong interaction for that situation.

In the evaluation phase, we include the steps of perceiving an input,
interpreting that input, and comparing it to the expected outcome. We
believe these steps apply to dog interactions and are a useful way to
frame different aspects of canine–computer interactions. Perception is
important, particularly in light of the different sensory capabilities of
dogs. For example, systems that rely on presenting information visually
to a dog must ensure that the information is presented in the color
spectrum that is visible to dogs. The step of Interpretation is also
appropriate for thinking about canine interfaces, because while different
aspects of an interface may be perceptible to a dog, the interface only
works if the dog understands and interprets it correctly. For example,
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if someone gives a dog the verbal command “down,” it is possible for
the dog to hear the command, but not interpret it as meaning that he
should lie down. Comparison is how the dog determines if the action
produced the expected result. For example, in the slip example in the
previous paragraph, the dog pulled a sensor to activate the system,
and if the system played a specific sound when the dog triggered an
alert, the dog could perceive, interpret, and compare to determine if he
successfully triggered the alert. If no sound plays, or plays incorrectly,
the dog can decide to either re-execute the previous action (in the case
of a slip), or try a different course of action (in the case of a mistake)
in order to attempt to achieve the intended outcome.

4.2 Applying the framework — scenarios

To explore our proposed framework, we present three different sce-
narios described in existing canine computing research and show how
the framework ties into each one. We investigate these according to
the role each human plays in respect to the dog — either the human
is co-located with the dog, working with the dog from afar, or unin-
volved while the dog performs a task. Lastly, we use the three scenarios
to show how the framework provides an effective and useful feedback
mechanism for designing the interactions.

Scenario 1: The Dog is in the Field While the Human is at a Distance

This first scenario discusses how technology is part of a long-distance
feedback loop between Knight, an off-leash Search and Rescue dog, and
his handler, Jacob, who maintains a distance approximately 200 yards
from Knight, out of sight and hearing range in dense woods. Bozkurt
et al. [2014] have developed a wearable harness capable of detecting
physiological canine states, through the use of sensors such as electro-
cardiograms, photoplethysmograms, and thermocouples. The harness
also detects the physical states of the working dog, using GPS, on-
body cameras, and microphones. The harness communicates remotely
between the canine and human team through DC haptic motors and a
speaker for auditory commands, and allows for the remote distribution
of treats, rewarding the desired behaviors from afar. In this scenario,
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Knight receives rewards from the vest, obeying remote commands from
his handler to earn those rewards.

Scenario 2: The Dog is Autonomous Without a Human in the Loop

The second scenario shows how technology can augment Bert, a sheep-
herding dog, so that he can autonomously ensure that he follows the
instructions the shepherd had planned for him earlier that morning.
Britt et al. [2011] created a GPS-enabled working dog vest, combining
it with XSens, which is a bundle of sensors comprised of accelerome-
ters, gyroscopes, and magnetometers, to enhance the precision of GPS
location and to recognize actions that Bert performs. Using a tone gen-
erator, the system updates and provides remote commands and feed-
back to Bert as he works his sheep. In this scenario, Bert has control
over the details of how the job gets done (moving the sheep from one
field to another); the vest simply detects Bert’s location to determine
whether he has completed his task.

Scenario 3: The Human and Dog are Co-located and Collaborating

The last scenario analyzes a situation where technology aids in the
collaboration between Jasmine, a Police K9 officer, and her handler,
Jack, as they are searching for potential bomb threats at the Philips
Arena before the Atlanta Hawks basketball game. Gazit et al. [2003],
discusses a system in which an explosives detection team consisting
of a dog and a human use a microphone placed on the dog’s snout
that relays sounds to the handler’s headphones, who is at a moderate
distance. The advantage of this system is that the technology-mediated
interaction allows the handler to more closely monitor the breathing
patterns of the dog, which the handler uses to decide if the dog has
found a target scent. In this scenario, Jasmine and Jack are working in
tandem, collaboratively, to find potential threats.

While there are subtle differences among the scenarios above, it is
important to understand that the technologies involved and the scope
of the Gulfs of Execution and Evaluation change based on each. For
example, in Scenario 2, the scope of the interactions change for Bert
as he works. Not only does he have to understand the overall task of
herding the sheep into a corral, but he has to be able to break the tasks
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down into subtasks such as turning the sheep herd and chasing them
through a gate.

4.3 Analysis within the proposed framework

To examine the flexibility of the framework, we discuss how it can be
used to evaluate each system.

Scenario 1. In the first scenario, we use the combine the proposed
canine-centered computing framework with existing human-centered
computing frameworks. As Jacob sends Knight an audible cue through
the vest to search the right side of the woods for the lost boy, Knight
perceives and interprets that audible cue as a command and compares it
to previous commands he has learned. He then plans his next actions
based on his training, specifies which actions need to be taken, and
carries out the action. As Knight continues to air-scent, he continues
to cycle through the Gulf of Evaluation until he catches something
similar to the boy’s scent by perceiving, interpreting it, and comparing
it. Once Knight finds the scent, his heart rate goes up. At this moment,
handler Jacob is in Evaluation, perceiving Rover’s physiological changes
and interpreting it based on his GPS coordinates. Jacob is supplying
context to Knight’s heart rate jump and recognizes that Knight is on
track to finding the lost boy. He plans out and specifies Knight’s next
step — he sends a signal to Knight to keep going in the same direction
until he finds the lost child.

Scenario 2. In the second scenario, we stay exclusively in the canine-
centered computing framework. The shepherd gives Bert the task of
herding the sheep to the covered area closest to the house that evening
because it is supposed to rain overnight. As Bert starts to move the
sheep, he perceives that there is a felled tree blocking one of the main
pathways. He interprets and compares that to things he’s seen in the
past, for which he was taught to flag the area for the shepherd. He plans
out his next steps, specifies what actions he needs to take, and performs
the action — he performs a “spin” behavior — tagging the area with
“problem.” The technology-mediated environment perceives that a ges-
ture was made and the algorithm interprets and compares the spin as a
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“flag.” The system plans out an alternative route for Bert. The system
specifies which direction he should herd the sheep next, and provides,
or performs, audible cues that give Bert the information he needs.

Scenario 3. In this scenario, we combine the proposed canine-
centered computing framework with existing human-centered comput-
ing frameworks. Jasmine’s main goal for the third scenario is to ensure
that Philips Arena is safe and free from potential bombs. As Jasmine
and Jack enter each room, Jack surveys the room and plans out which
areas need to be investigated further, receives feedback, through inter-
pretation and comparison, on their state and updates Jasmine’s percep-
tion and interpretation of the situation. Jack sends Jasmine to search
amongst the chairs while he looks through some of the cabinets. As
Jasmine gets closer to the wall, Jasmine perceives a trace of some-
thing, interprets and compares it to an explosive. Jasmine’s sniffing
becomes more frequent and Jack is alerted to that Jasmine has changed
her state. Jasmine continues to evaluate, while Jack looks around for
anything suspicious. Ultimately, Jasmine doesn’t find anything more
interesting than that one scent and they continue to the next room.
Monitoring her natural sniffing behavior allows Jack to make better
decisions on how to direct Jasmine.

4.4 Advantages of the framework

Tasks versus Sub-tasks. The framework is adaptable for both larger
goals and the sub-tasks that are required to complete them. Whether or
not users are canine or human, as they approach a point of interaction,
they cycle between execution and evaluation. If dogs and humans are
working together, the interactions shift between the two. Furthermore,
each user creates a cognitive map of how each sub-task fits within the
larger task. For example, the framework allows for Bert, in Scenario 2,
to assess the main task of herding the sheep towards the house, but
can also apply when Bert encounters the felled tree.

Reference Points for Evaluation. The framework can also be used to
evaluate how well a system performs at each stage. It provides a stan-
dard frame of reference, allowing researchers to establish where their
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work falls in the cycle and compare different systems within the same
domain. To provide an example, in the Search and Rescue scenario,
if Knight were to tug a sensor on the side of his vest, the framework
would show a researcher that there should be a tone generated once it
is properly tugged, so that there is feedback that the dog can perceive
and interpret as “I have completed my sub-task.”

Leveraging Research in Related Fields. The framework allows
researchers to integrate other, related fields, such as canine cogni-
tion and behavior analysis, into understanding how a system performs.
For example, it is possible to leverage canine physiology to determine
what sorts of colors would be effective in an interface. Leveraging
research into behaviorism can possibly inform training methodologies
for computer interfaces. Additionally, the fact that our proposed frame-
work can fit into existing human research frameworks allows for more
thorough analysis of larger combined canine–computer and human–
computer systems such as Search and Rescue efforts with multiple
search teams over a large area. Human–computer interaction research
can help illuminate how to coordinate and communicate information for
the human members of the system, and the canine–computer interac-
tion research can help understand how dogs fit into the overall system.



5
Survey of Canine–Centered Computing Studies

In this section, we examine the latest research in canine-centered com-
puting domains, and make a case for how each study can be categorized
into our proposed framework.

5.1 Addressing the gulf of execution: Active dog-to-handler
communication

There is considerable potential in providing the ability for a dog to
communicate with a handler via computer-mediated technology. While
an end-to-end system would generally include bi-directional commu-
nication, there have been several studies focusing on dog-to-handler
communication. Human interface design technology delineates input
to the computer technologies versus output from the computer, and we
divide dog interaction technologies along similar lines.

In discussing the Gulf of Execution for dog-to-handler communica-
tion systems, we consider different methods for dogs to interact with
computer systems, evaluating the trade-offs and capabilities of differ-
ent types of interactions, and describing the systems that have utilized
these interaction methods. While many complete systems will include
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feedback to the dogs, this section will focus on the components and
interactions that communicate information from the dog to the han-
dler. The three main categories we have divided these technologies into
are: (1) tangible sensors which the dog interacts with physically, (2)
digital touchscreen interfaces, and (3) passive sensors that allow for
detection of dog behaviors to communicate information.

5.1.1 Direct interaction sensors

One method of interacting with dogs is through physical sensors either
placed on the dog as a wearable, or in the environment. Sensors in this
category rely on the dog interacting directly with the sensor. Many
successful sensors are based on natural methods of dog interactions,
such as nose touching, biting, holding, tugging, or pawing. While other
types of interactions are possible, it is much easier to train dogs to
interacting with new sensors in ways in which they are already familiar
[Pryor, 2009].

One of the first studies using technology designed for canine interac-
tion was the project Rover@Home by Resner [2001]. In this study, two
physical sensors were implemented and tested, an “Alley Oop” with a
tilt sensor and a squeeze toy panda using an air pressure sensor. Though
the research team designed and built both sensors, only the Alley Oop
was used in the reported study. The system allowed the trainer to give
a remote command relayed using video and audio. When the dog was
commanded to touch the Alley Oop, the system would observe to see
if the device was tilted and reward the dog with a small amount of
food. The sensor could be tilted by a push from the dog’s nose or paw-
ing with a foot. This is a good example of a sensor designed with the
dogs’ capabilities and natural interactions in mind. The shape is simi-
lar to a toy that is regularly used in dog training, and the sensors built
into it allowed the computer to automatically determine when the dog
interacted with it. This was one of the first canine–computer interfaces
designed for canine capabilities and natural interactions. However, the
study focused on the design and functionality of the whole system,
and did not compare how the two different sensors worked in terms of
reliability and accuracy.
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Figure 5.1: Sensor designs from [Jackson et al., 2013]. (a) Oval bite sensor. (b) Tug
sensor.

The first sensor comparison analysis was done by Jackson et al.
[2013], in a pilot study of four different sensor designs. The study
included two forms of bite sensor, one sensor that detected tugging,
and one proximity sensor that responded when the dog touched the
sensor with his nose. The bite sensors used a force-sensitive resistor
between two 3D printed enclosures in order to detect the force the dog
applied to the sensor. One bite sensor was rectangular, and the sec-
ond one was oval in order to determine if the shape provided some
indication to the dog what direction to bite down on the sensor. The
tug sensor used a stretch-sensitive resistor, which measured the force
of the dog pulling on its attached affordance. This resistor was sewn
into the elastic connected to a commercial dog toy to encourage the
dog to tug it. The shape of the toy allowed the dog to easily grip and
and pull on the sensor Figure 5.1. Lastly, the proximity sensor used an
ultrasonic range finder in order to detect when the dog placed his nose
immediately in front of the sensor.

The next, larger study by Jackson et al. [2015] expanded on the
sensor study by investigating additional types of sensors to include a
FSR-based bite sensor that responded to bite pressure in two dimen-
sions, an IR-based proximity sensor, a pneumatic pressure based bite
sensor, and a capacitive bite sensor. The goal of this study was to test
these additional sensors to determine which ones the dogs could acti-
vate the most accurately. The team created several metrics to compare
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the sensors, such as dog accuracy and sensor accuracy. Dog accuracy
was the how well the dog could intentionally activate the sensor on
command. Sensor accuracy was determined by how many times the
dog tried to activate the sensor correctly, minus the times the sensor
failed to detect the interaction, or triggered when there was no interac-
tion. The team tested each of the five sensors with eight dogs of various
breeds, as well as a false-positive test for each sensor. The capacitive
bite sensor had the highest overall dog accuracy and sensor accuracy
because it was triggered due to the moisture in the dog’s mouth, and
did not require the dog to apply pressure. In the pilot study some of
the dogs did not bite down with any appreciable force when interact-
ing with some of the bite sensors, causing failures. Additionally, due to
requiring moisture to activate, the sensor did not accidentally activate
due to interactions such as the dog lying on the sensor. Lastly, all of
the dogs in the study were capable of perfect dog accuracy on at least
one of the sensors, which is exciting because it showed strong evidence
that for any dog, it is possible to design a system that the dog can
interact with.

Based on the tug sensor design from the previous two studies,
[Valentin et al., 2015a,b] created a field prototype of a system that
provides a means for an assistance dog to seek help for a disabled
human partner by locating a nearby person and activating a wearable
sensor that plays an auditory message requesting help.

Robinson et al. [2014] contributed to the sensor research by design-
ing an emergency communication system to determine which factors of
the tug sensor worked best for diabetes alert dogs. Their work tested
different designs for a wall-mounted tug sensor such as break-away vari-
ants. These break-away variants were found to be better than their sta-
tionary counterparts, because the dogs could clearly understand when
they had successfully activated the system. The follow-up work to this
study [Robinson et al., 2015] tested different placements in the envi-
ronment to determine how to design for effective usage. In this study,
they found that though the dogs could reach the sensor at the initial
height the team chose, one of the shorter dogs required that the sen-
sor be placed lower to the ground in order to get enough traction to
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pull hard enough to activate the sensor. Additionally, while the humans
who tested the system would consistently pull straight down, some of
the dogs tended to jostle or apply force in other directions, and the
quick-release would not work. They also investigated other aspects of
the design relating to how dogs interacted with the sensor, making it
one of the first canine-interaction systems where the dog was the focus
of the interaction.

5.1.2 Touchscreen interfaces

Another interaction mode for dog-to-handler communication is touch-
screens, which can be useful in home environments when a dog is not
wearing a vest. Much of touchscreen research with dogs has centered
on cognition and interaction capabilities. An advantage of touchscreens
is that they allow for direct interaction with computer systems rather
than the indirect keyboard and mouse setups designed for humans.
With a touchscreen, the dog can directly touch the displayed object,
which could possibly make such interfaces easier for dogs to use and
understand. Lastly, with the increasing ubiquity of touchscreens in the
home and workplace, it makes sense to investigate how we can adapt
these existing devices to be useful for dogs in different scenarios.

Application incentive for [Zeagler et al., 2014]’s touchscreen work
stems from the need for a service/assistance dog to be able to alert and
call for help from within the home. A medical alert dog for an elderly
person who is prone to falling could use a touchscreen to summon help
from a neighbor or family member.

HCI researchers have extensively studied humans’ ability to use
touchscreen interfaces. Canine-centered computing focuses on how a
dog might interact with touchscreens in similar ways, and what “dog
factors” rather than human factors will inform a dog’s ability to use
a touchscreen as a direct interface. Potter et al. [1988] have described
three ways to design a touchscreen system to accept interactions :

(1) Land-on, where the cursor is under the touch, and only the first
impact point counts.
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(2) First-contact, where the cursor is under the touch, but the first
contact with the target counts even if it is not the first impact
with the surface.

(3) Take-off, cursor is offset, and selections are made by where the
touch lifts off the surface [Potter et al., 1988].

Zeagler et al. [2014] focused their study on the first-contact method
as dogs naturally explore with their noses, so touching the surface and
then moving to a target is easier to train and more intuitive for the
canines. They created a system to test a canine in a similar method
to Soukoreff and Scott MacKenzie’s [2004] tapping task by using an
IR touchscreen and an LED television (Figure 5.2). The tapping task
model was used as starting point to see if a dog’s ability was similar to
a human’s ability with respect to a Fitts’ law style comparison.

Soukoreff and Scott MacKenzie [2004] state:

“Fitts’ law [1954] describes the relationship between move-
ment time, distance, and accuracy for people engaged in
rapid aimed movements. It has been verified over a wide

Figure 5.2: Canine touchscreen medical alert system [Zeagler et al., 2014].
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range of conditions. Of interest to HCI researchers is that
the law applies to pointing and dragging using a mouse,
trackball, stylus, joystick, and touchscreen. Fitts’ law has
been applied by HCI researchers as a predictive model.”

In the tapping task, the dogs learned on their own to slide across
from one target to another when motivated to perform as quickly as
possible, as shown in Figure 5.3 [Zeagler et al., 2014]. This study showed
that for dogs selecting on a touchscreen, there is a similar relationship
for distances between objects and size as Fitts’ law for humans. This
provides evidence that HCI theory can be adapted to canine-centered
computing.

The outcome of Zeagler et al.’s work was an observation of dogs’
ability to interact with a touch screen, and an account of possible
design considerations for creating touchscreen interfaces for working
dogs. These design considerations included IR touchscreens (because
of dog saliva affecting capacitive screens), choice of blue and yellow
icons to accommodate canine vision, and relative sizes and distances of

Figure 5.3: Example of a dog’s touchscreen interactions.
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icons. The latest work by Zeagler et al. [2016b] explores different types
of touchscreen interfaces such gestures such as press and drag (steering
law), or selecting targets in a sequence.

5.2 Activity recognition for communication with humans

Another way that dogs can communicate with humans is to perform
gestures that can be detected by wearable or environmental sensors.
The motivation of work in canine gesture recognition is inspired by
similar research efforts with humans. The goal is to recognize trained
behaviors that dogs can perform to communicate, rather than training
dogs to directly interact with sensors.

5.2.1 Activity recognition studies

There have been multiple efforts to recognize canine activities, pos-
tures, or gestures from inertial sensor data. One early effort attempted
to detect posture in urban search and rescue (USAR) dogs [Ribeiro
et al., 2008, 2009]. The postures were sitting, walking, standing, and
lying. Here, a rule-based algorithm achieved an accuracy of 76%. A sub-
sequent effort attempted to classify postures as part of an automated
training system [Brugarolas et al., 2012, 2013].

By recognizing the dog’s posture, it was possible for the system to
determine if the correct action was performed and whether a reward
should be dispensed. Although originally intended for posture estima-
tion, this work has expanded to include non-static activities. A recent
effort in this field was undertaken by researchers at the Culture Lab
in Newcastle University [Ladha et al., 2013]. Their experiments were
focused on monitoring activities that correspond to healthy behavior
traits of pet dogs. Seventeen activities were detected by an offline
PCA-based algorithm with an accuracy of 76% using an empirical
cumulative distribution (ECDF) for feature scaling. A similar study was
conducted at Eötvös Lorand University in Hungary [Gerencsér et al.,
2013]. In an offline analysis a support vector machine classified lying
down, sit, gallop, and canter with more than 80% for subject indepen-
dent classification. Mealin et al. [2016] used a depth camera (specifically
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a Microsoft Kinect) to classify dog posture in dogs. While most of the
past and current research focuses on detection gesture or posture from
wearable sensors, environmental sensors provide valuable information
in some specific scenarios, and are included in the activity recognition
space.

5.2.2 Benefits of gesture detection

There are two main benefits of motion-sensed gestures. First, it is pos-
sible to implement them without requiring additional equipment on
the dog, for example, a sensor can be attached to a collar. Second,
it is possible to create multiple gestures from a single input method.
This is an advantage over activation interfaces in which each sensor
communicates only a single message.

5.2.3 Limitations of gesture detection

Some of the drawbacks associated with all wearable technology involve
power concerns, and the potential for malfunction during unintended
activity. For example, if battery power is depleted unexpectedly, the
dog and handler must resort to more traditional communication meth-
ods. Dog understanding can be an issue; wearable activation interfaces
rely on a visible signifier of the action to be performed. For exam-
ple, a tug sensor has a large area that a dog can grab onto with his
mouth. Motion-based interfaces do not have this benefit. The dog must
remember the action to be performed without a physical signifier or
cue. Similarly, because dogs already perform a wide range of gestures
in everyday life, they require a more careful selection of actions than
activation interfaces to guarantee the interfaces will not trigger alerts
on false positives.

5.2.4 Design of interaction considerations separate from the appli-
cation/context

Valentin et al. [2014] presented a set of seven criteria that apply to
gesture recognition systems, presented in Figure 5.4. It is important to
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Figure 5.4: Ideal characteristics of gestures for detection.

note that these criteria are often in conflict. For example, improving
one might adversely affect another.

The first criterion is generalizability across subjects and is meant
to avoid gestures that could only be performed by a single dog and
considered exceptional even among dogs of a given occupation.

The balance between true and false positives represents the second
and third criteria. Dogs are not expected to modify their behavior
to avoid triggering a certain action (false positives). Similarly, unlike
humans attempting to speak clearly and slowly to a voice recognition
system, dogs are not expected to modify their behavior to increase
recognition (true positives).

The fourth criterion states that even if dogs understand a given
gesture, they must be able to physically perform it and do so with
consistency (the fifth criterion). Humans can understand verbal expla-
nations from other humans, while dogs must learn to use gestures from
training (sixth criterion). Ultimately, the dog must remember the ges-
ture without constant training (seventh criterion).

5.2.5 Implications within computing research and technology
(focus on technical implications, not applications)

The implications for computing research are similar to activity recogni-
tion performed with human subjects, although with a larger number of
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constraints. The largest constraint is the absence of the participant as
part of the recognition loop. In human gesture recognition, the human
is part of the loop, while in activity recognition he or she is not. For
this reason, gesture recognition for communication between dogs and
humans has similarities to both gesture and activity recognition.

5.3 Addressing the gulf of evaluation: Handler-to-dog
communication

The other half of the canine-centered computing model we proposed is
mitigating the Gulf of Evaluation, or how do we present and deliver
information about the state of the system and the environment to the
dog. In traditional human systems, we receive feedback from our com-
puter monitors that display text or graphics. More recently, this has
been expanded to haptic and auditory displays such as the vibrations
from a smart watch. When designing for dogs, many of the technolo-
gies for presenting information to the dog are similar to those used for
humans, however, dogs perceive and understand things very differently
from humans. Next, we present ways that information can be presented
to dogs, and highlight some of the design challenges for canine users.

5.3.1 Audible information

Auditory cues are the most commonly studied human–canine interac-
tions. The pairing of verbal cues to actions makes this very natural for
remote communication, especially since the limits in verbal commands
relate to how many commands you can train the dog to perform, and
while there have been no studies on the upper limit of number of ver-
bal commands, it is clearly possible to teach dogs the verbal commands
required for them to accomplish their current job requirements. Though
verbal commands are always an option, this section will also discuss
how non-verbal auditory cues can also be used to convey information
to dogs.

In one of the earliest studies of dog–computer interaction, Sav-
age et al. [2000] created an instrumented dog vest that would allow
them to play up to 16 different recorded auditory commands to the
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dogs. The dog responded correctly to the recorded commands both in
the presence of the dog’s normal handlers, and when the handler was
not visible to the dog. In this situation they chose the recordings of
humans as opposed to computer tones is that they felt that dogs might
respond better to the subtle emotional tones in human speech. This
was groundbreaking research, because it did show that it is possible to
give dogs commands from a computer without the immediate presence
of a handler.

Another study in this timeframe was aimed at remote training of
dogs. The Rover@Home project [Resner, 2001], created a system that
allowed a human to send remote commands to the dog via video and
audio. The audio took the form of relaying the trainer’s voice to the
video, and “click” sounds to mark that the dog performed a correct
behavior. The interesting aspect of this project was that one of ways
the system knew when to generate “click” sounds was when the dog
interacted with a physical object in the environment equipped with
a tilt sensor. What made this particularly novel was the automated
feedback and reward when the dog performed the action correctly. The
human would give a “touch” command and check a box in the system so
it would know that the dog should interact with a particular object in
the environment. When the dog interacted with the object, the system
would automatically produce a click and reward the dog with a treat.
This allowed the system to respond more quickly than the human could
remotely, especially due to network latency in the system, meaning that
the training for the dog was much clearer and more effective. In more
recent work, Rossi et al. [2016] studied a dog being trained over a Skype
connection. This study involved the human giving commands, which
would be transmitted through video and audio to the dog. The dog
would perform some action, which was sent back to the human using
audio and video. (Whether the dog was responding to audio alone, or
audio and video, is unknown.) The human could judge if the action was
correct, and dial a number into the skype dial pad, which would trigger
the release of a treat to the dog. This system could allow training of
much more complex behaviors and commands that the Rover@Home
system allowed.
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The first study associating commands with purely audio tones was
performed by Britt et al. [2011] where the team developed a vest that
could issue five distinct tones that the dog was trained to recognize as
either forward, stop, go left, go right, or recall to handler. In this case,
a trainer watching the dog from a distance would issue the tonal com-
mands through the system. The results showed that tones can work
instead of voice commands to provide not only reward, but also direc-
tion and instruction to canines.

In the study of multiple sensor designs by Jackson et al. [2015] the
system produced a tone whenever a sensor was successfully activated.
This allowed the dogs to know when they had successfully completed
the activation task, and helped learn how to properly interact with
different types of sensors. In a project to help develop a system for
working dogs in Search and Rescue, Bozkurt et al. [2014] used speakers
on the dog’s vest to provide remote cues, and many wearable systems
use audio as markers or cues to the dogs to inform the dog when they
have successfully performed some action.

Overall, audio technology is fairly reliable, and aligns well with the
ways humans currently train and instruct dogs. This means that it is
fairly easy to train a dog to understand and respond to these auditory-
based systems. Additionally, as batteries and speaker technology have
improved, it is possible to enable remote communication to dogs in
lightweight wearables, allowing dogs to carry the computing system
with them. Fortunately, the research by Bozkurt et al. [2014] and Britt
et al. [2011] show that merely tones, which can be easier to generate,
are enough to communicate to the dog. The challenge of using audio
cues is generally the quality of the speaker. Small speakers tend to be
fairly quiet, which can have issues in loud environments. Additionally,
the nature of speakers makes them difficult to waterproof, which is a
real concern in Search and Rescue scenarios where the dog might run
through water in the process of searching for someone. Lastly, designers
of systems for dogs must consider what environments the dogs might
be in when receiving these commands. Some situations are socially
inappropriate for audible commands, or even dangerous, such as in the
case of military dogs in the field. Auditory interfaces can be very useful,
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but as always when designing a system, the requirements of the dog,
human, and environment must be considered.

5.3.2 Haptic interactions

Haptic cues, typically in the form of vibrating motors, are another
approach to Handler-to-Dog Communication. The majority of canine
studies have been adapted from human haptics research. Canine haptic
systems have been predominantly proposed for communicating over
long distances, such as providing directional cues without a handler
present, or for silent communication as in military applications.

Britt et al.’s [2011] and Bozkurt et al. [2014] have both described
command systems based on haptics for navigation direction. Britt
et al.’s [2011] system uses haptic cues in addition to auditory cues as
described in the previous section, to guide a dog to turn left or right.
Britt et al. show preliminary success in using haptic cues to direct
the dog while he is working. They found that the dog’s training to
follow a target scent could override the vest’s directional commands,
resulting in “intelligent disobedience,” which may be desirable in spe-
cific circumstances. Bozkurt et al. also describe their Cyber-Enhanced
Working Dog (CEWD) system as having haptic and audible commands
provided to the working dog. They also discuss the advantage of hap-
tic patterns. Using six different motors, they are able to achieve seven
different directional cues, with the ability to extend to more cues.

Byrne et al. [2014] and Morrison et al. [2016] both examine whether
dogs can distinguish between different vibration motor locations. Byrne
et al. [2014] study was the first to extend vibration beyond directional
cues, instead cueing the dog to performed controlled behaviors such
as sit, down, and spin. They proposed pairing cues to other trained
tasks, such as “recall” or “stay in the area” for Search and Rescue, and
discussed how that shifts the level of agency from the human to the
canine. For example, in a SAR scenario where a dog tugs a sensor on
his vest to alert his handler that he has found the target, the haptic
command to return to the handler represents a conversation between
the dog and his handler; the dog responds with trained behaviors.
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Inspired by HCI haptic research methods, Byrne et al. [2016] per-
formed a Just Noticeable Difference (JND)-style study. In HCI, the
JND is defined as the ability to perceive and distinguish between dif-
ferent amplitudes or intensities of stimuli. Byrne et al. sought to inves-
tigate the possible characteristics of haptic cues for dogs, and to deter-
mine what issues would arise. They implemented a haptic system with
one vibrating motor between the dogs’ shoulder blades, and trained the
dogs to perform a “reporting behavior” (touching a nose target) when
they felt a vibration cue. Using four different power levels, the study
showed that dogs can be trained to distinguish haptic cues and that
their perception of varying intensities is dependent upon body weight
and coat type. Additionally, they preliminarily showed that dogs can
perceive and recognize differences in stimulus intensities, which humans
cannot. Lastly, they emphasized double-blind studies, requiring that
the handler is not aware of which haptic cues are being sent or when
they are being sent. This prevents the handler from giving subconscious
subtle body cues to the dog, ensuring that the dog is truly reacting to
the haptic cue. Mitigating this “Clever Hans effect” (also known as
ideomotor cueing) [Critical, 2016] is essential to the validity of a hap-
tic study. Researchers much also choose “reporting behaviors” wisely
so that they are easy for the dogs to learn and perform, but aren’t
natural behaviors that are likely to be offered spontaneously.

Similarly, Morrison et al. [2016] investigate vibration motors of var-
ious intensities in multiple locations of the canine body. One of their
most important contributions was to acknowledge the significance of
a dog’s training and handling when conducting studies. Particularly,
it highlights how different training and handling, such as the differ-
ence between hunting dogs and obedience dogs, influence how the dog
responds to cues and to the task.

5.3.3 Challenges and limitations of haptic interfaces

Evaluating the perception of haptic interfaces is difficult and is a
multifaceted problem space [Byrne et al., 2016, Morrison, 2016]. First,
canines are extremely observant and perceive minute changes in body
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language. Additionally, as Morrison states, “the impact of the envi-
ronment where the training takes place is important.” Furthermore,
studies should always be double-blind to minimize the ability for
handlers to subconsciously cue the dog. Secondly, the canine inability
to verbally self-report requires that appropriate reporting behaviors
be developed for each study. Reporting behaviors that do not mimic
natural behaviors, such as sitting, can remove inaccuracies in data
collection. Lastly, is the possible observance of distress in reaction to
a vibration cue. Some dogs may find vibrations to be aversive, due
to previous experience or simply dislike of the sensations. Distress
can manifest as restlessness and panting or whining behaviors and
can produce inconsistent experimental results. Reviewing the dog’s
history with vibration motors when conducting studies may reduce
the possibility of producing distress, and removes outliers in data
collection. Additionally, researchers should always consult a canine
professional while conducting studies to observe the dog for symptoms
of distress. And as always, training sessions should be kept short to
prevent fatigue and habituation [Morrison, 2016].

5.3.4 Visual cues

The third approach to handler-to-dog communication is visual com-
mands. In these cases, instead of providing an auditory or tactile stim-
ulus, the system produces a gesture or image that the dog can see
and interpret. This works well in human–dog interactions because dogs
are capable of observing and interpreting human social cues such as
hand gestures [Udell et al., 2010]. Visual cues enabled systems such
as Rover@Home [Resner, 2001] which used a video feed in addition to
audio of the handler to help convey information to the dog. In behav-
ioral research it has been shown that pointing gestures can convey use-
ful information to a dog, and are more comprehensible than scent cues
[Szetei et al., 2003]. Additionally, touchscreen work by Zeagler et al.
[2014], and cognitive work by Somppi et al. [2012] show that dogs are
capable of visually distinguishing items on a computer screen.

The challenges with designing a visual interface for dogs is largely
that dogs are dichromatic and can best see combinations of blue and
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yellow, while most visual displays are designed for humans and use
three colors. Therefore, it is difficult for us to identify how dogs visu-
ally distinguish colors. Fortunately, there is a fair amount of research
in HCI for designing interfaces for dichromat humans [Rigden, 1999,
Brettel et al., 1997, Nakauchi and Onouchi, 2008], and by leveraging
that research we might be more easily be able to design interfaces for
canines based on their visual capabilities instead of ours. Visual dis-
plays generally require some sort of screen, which though mobile for
humans, would be difficult for dogs to carry with them. For such a
system to be useful, the screen would need to be affixed somewhere in
the environment, such as a person’s home or office. Alternatively, the
screen could be carried by a human handler who could present it to the
dog when some sort of selection needs to be made. Altogether, there are
trade-offs to using such as interface that should be considered based on
how the dog would use the system in the context of the environment
they are working within.

5.4 Canine monitoring systems

Monitoring systems are devices that measure aspects of dog physiology
or activity, without needing the knowledge or cooperation of the dog.
Although dogs do not explicitly interact with these devices, they must
be designed for dogs to be safe, unobtrusive, and effective, and so we
include them in canine-centered computing.

5.4.1 Wearable monitoring systems

The recent interest in wearable fitness and health monitoring devices
for humans (commercial products such as FitBit) has sparked a par-
allel interest in activity monitoring for pets, particularly dogs. There
are several commercial products for dogs currently on the market that
categorize and log play, exercise, and rest for pet dogs. Researchers
have also shown interest in dog monitoring technologies. [Alcaidinho
et al., 2015a,b] examined the possibility of using commercial activity
monitors to quantify dog temperament and help place pets in shelters
into appropriate homes to improve adoption outcomes. Mealin et al.
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[2016] created a monitoring system for guide dogs that allows blind
handlers, who cannot visually observe stress behaviors in their dogs, to
track heart rate and respiratory rates to determine stress levels.

5.4.2 Environmental monitoring systems

Some environments, such as military dog kennels, may not be conducive
to wearables because dogs can destroy them or ingest them. There is a
growing body of work in sensors placed in the environment to monitor
dogs’ health and stress levels. Mealin et al. [2015] presented a study
that used an environmentally mounted commercial Kinect device to
recognize body posture of dogs, which could also be used for health
and stress monitoring. Both wearable and environmental sensors could
be used to determine if dogs are physically stressed working in the field,
or measure stress levels in kennels and even homes.



6
Training Methods

Another parallel with HCI and canine–computer interaction is that
canine users must learn to operate affordances and respond to feedback.
However, unlike teaching a human user, demonstrating or explaining
an interface may not be sufficient for a dog. In order to understand
how to interact with wearable or environmental devices, dogs must be
trained; therefore “trainability” of interactions is a critical component
of systems designed for dogs.

6.1 Types of training

There are a myriad of animal training techniques employed today and a
vast body of knowledge in canine behavior; a full discussion of these top-
ics is beyond the scope of this paper. However, when training canine–
computer interactions, the most common approach to training dogs
is to pair classical conditioning [Pavlov, 1927] with operant condition-
ing techniques [Skinner, 1938]. Classical conditioning pairs a stimulus
(such as a clicker) with a reward (usually, food). This creates a “reward
marker”; when the dog hears the click, he anticipates an imminent food
reward. Trainers then can mark desirable behaviors with the clicker
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at the instant the dog performs them. This enables shaping, which
is building new behaviors by selectively reinforcing behaviors the dog
offers [Pryor, 2009].

A critical part of designing effective interfaces for dogs is commu-
nicating the behaviors required to activate an interface to the dogs, as
well as teaching the dogs how to interpret feedback from the system.
For example, Jackson et al. [2015] describe a protocol for training dogs
to operate wearable affordances such as tug sensors and bite sensors.
The task of activating a tug sensor on the body was broken into discrete
steps that were individually trained as a “behavior chain”: locating the
affordance, grasping it, and tugging it until a tone sounded. Training
began with off-body sensors until the dog understood the concept of
the affordance and could perform the task reliably with the affordance
in the trainer’s hand. The dog then learned how to activate the sensor
while it was attached to a vest off-body; then how to activate the sen-
sor when the dog was wearing the vest. Mancini et al. [2015] describe a
similar training protocol for dogs to activate off-body sensors to teach
a dog to detect and report cancerous cells.

Feedback from an interface is also critical for dogs to understand
when they have performed a correct behavior. In the wearable study
mentioned earlier, each sensor produced a tone when activated. The
dogs learned during training that the tone was the true reward marker,
which led to more reliable activations because the dogs would try again
without a command from the trainer if they were unsuccessful in acti-
vating the sensor the first time.

Automated Training — Technology Challenges. Bozkurt et al. [2014]
takes training a step further by creating an automated system for dog
training, removing the human from the loop. In this study, sophisti-
cated monitoring systems determine the posture and activity of dogs;
these systems tie into a computer-controlled reward system for the
dogs. This study also incorporated haptic commands in the form of
vibrating motors to create a “remote control” interface for dogs involved
in Search and Rescue (SAR). The goals is for the computing system
to issue a haptic cue, and the monitoring system to determine whether
the dog has responded appropriately, rewarding the dog if so. Removing
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the need for a human trainer could expedite the training process and
allow it to scale to much larger numbers of dogs.

6.2 Training for evaluation

As an important part of evaluating canine interfaces, we need to deter-
mine how to select what sort of interactions and behaviors should be
counted as a “success”. Many of the concerns in evaluation arise during
the training phase of the experiment. Since this can vary significantly
by task and type of evaluation, it is important in research studies to
properly choose and describe precisely what sort of interactions and
feedback the dog is expected to have with the system in order to offer
true comparisons to different techniques. We have described in the dif-
ferent technology sections what sort of interactions and feedback the
dogs were given in those studies, but going forward there will be many
more possible ways dogs will be expected to interact with technology
as we learn more about their capabilities. Consequently, there are sev-
eral considerations when designing studies in order to ensure proper
evaluation of the system and its results.

First, a significant concern for any animal interaction study is elim-
inating “Clever Hans” effects, as briefly mentioned in the haptics sec-
tion. Clever Hans was a horse in the early 1900s, whose owner claimed
could do math. After a controlled experiment by psychologist Oskar
Pfungst, it was discovered that the horse could sense the “answers” from
subtle physical reactions of his audience [Samhita and Gross, 2013]. The
Clever Hans effect plagues canine interaction studies, because dogs are
gifted at reading human body language and they can easily take unin-
tentional cues from their handlers rather than understand the desired
cues. In some real-world situations this can be acceptable, such as if the
dog is using unintended body language as well as verbal cues from the
handler. However, when studying canine interaction, it is important
that the dog is accurately measured in its performance and under-
standing of the task and not using the handlers behavioral cues to
complete the task. For example, Byrne et al. [2016] discussed how they
designed a haptic-cue study with an “operator” hidden from the dog’s
view actually initiating the cues, so that the handler did not know
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when a command was being given. This prevented the dog from read-
ing the handler’s subtle behavioral cues to guess when a haptic stimulus
was presented, rather than relying on the haptic cue alone. The hid-
den “operator” also provided the reward marker, so the handler would
know whether to reward the dog. Lit et al. [2011] performed a study on
canine scent detection teams, and found that if the handlers expected
to find scent in a given area, the dogs were significantly more likely to
report finding scent incorrectly.

Another major consideration when designing a canine–computer
interaction study is determining a “reporting behavior” to provide feed-
back to human handlers. Because dogs cannot self-report like humans
can, they must be trained to perform a behavior if they perceive an
appropriate stimulus such as visual, auditory, tactile sensation, or odor.
For example, when testing a haptic command interface, a dog can be
trained to perform a controlled behavior, such as paw-touching a tar-
get, when he feels a vibration, allowing the human handler to know
that the dog perceived the command. In the case of studies involv-
ing dog perception and understanding, it can become more difficult to
decide on a correct reporting behavior. Ideally it needs to be relatively
simple behavior that is easy to identify and train. However, one of the
challenges is that the chosen behavior should be not offered naturally
(such as sit or down), or it can be hard to distinguish whether the dog
is performing the action deliberately. Additionally, when testing new
types of stimuli, it is important to choose a behavior that is not a nor-
mal dog stress behavior such as barking, in order to properly identify
whether the stimulus produces stress in the dog.

Ensuring that dogs perform behaviors on cue and do not perform
the behaviors in the absence of cues is another critical issue. Dogs who
anticipate a reward often offer behaviors without waiting for a cue.
The Matching Law of animal behavior states that the relative rate of
an animal’s response depends on the rate of reinforcement for that
behavior [Herrnstein, 1997]. Consequently, in training, dogs must be
rewarded for holding an initial or neutral position in the absence of a
cue at the same rate they are rewarded for responding correctly in the
presence of a cue. Trainers must be careful not to introduce behavioral
bias by rewarding one behavior more heavily than another.



7
Evaluating Canine–Centered
Interactions and Interfaces

Evaluation methods in HCI are relevant both at the requirements stage
(formative evaluation) and the testing stage (summative evaluation)
in the development process. Consistent methods for evaluating canine
interfaces are critical for effective intra-study comparisons. As with
humans, there are many factors that impact the accuracy, reliability,
and effectiveness of any specific canine-interaction technology. There
are also many approaches to evaluating a system to determine if it
meets the requirements of its users, which may be dogs, humans, or
both. There are different methods of evaluating each stage of our pro-
posed model. Here, we will focus on important features for evaluating
canine-interface technology, and suggest that if the reader is inter-
ested in canine cognition, to consult the works of Brian Hare, Michael
Tomasello [Hare et al., 2002, Hare and Tomasello, 2005], Clive Wynne,
and Monique Udell [Udell et al., 2010]. We will also present proposed
metrics for evaluation of canine-computer interactions.
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7.1 Training considerations

As discussed earlier, in many studies of canines, the training the dog
receives as part of the study is critical to the dog’s performance. In a
survey paper by Moser and McCulloch [2010] on canine scent detection
of human cancer, they cited inconsistent training as the probable cause
for the inconclusive results of some of the papers they surveyed. It is
important to use consistent training methods across all dog partici-
pants throughout a study. Additionally, in order for other researchers
to effectively evaluate the results of a study, the training methods
used for the study should be included in the methods section of the
paper.

7.2 Interviews and observation

One method for evaluating a canine-computer system is to interview
expert trainers and dog handlers who either use the system or train
dogs to use the system. Many of the different application domains for
dogs require different training techniques. When researching a system
for a specific domain, it is very useful to interview experts in the domain
before designing and testing a system in order to effectively gather sys-
tem requirements. The paper by Robinson et al. [2015] used interviews
with several owner–dog partnerships to better understand the needs of
the users and design requirements for their system.

An obvious issue with canine studies is that dogs cannot verbally
express their thoughts, so during the evaluation stage of many research
projects it is also important to have expert trainers present in order
to properly observe and evaluate the canine behaviors. In the accuracy
metrics described in Jackson et al. [2015], some metrics required an
expert observer to evaluate whether the dog performed the correct
behavior to determine whether the failure was with the sensor or the
dog. In studies such as these, it is important to describe the specific
behavior that was trained and considered “correct” in order to properly
evaluate these systems.
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7.3 Demographics

As in human studies, the demographics of canine research participants
are important to include in the results. The wide variety in size, shape,
and general athleticism of dogs can impact the dogs’ ability to interact
with different systems. Robinson et al. [2015] observed that the shortest
dog in their study required that the sensor be placed lower on the wall
for the dog to reach. Byrne et al. [2016] observed that coat type and
dog size could potentially impact ability to sense vibration through the
fur. Lit and Crawford [2006] observed that different training paradigms
resulted in different performance on search dog performance. Therefore,
it is critical to include detailed demographic information on the canine
study participants. While breed and training background is important
for almost all studies, depending on the application it is important to
give more detailed demographic information. For example, in studies
of wearable dog technologies, the size, weight, and coat type could be
important.

7.4 Metrics

Based on our proposed model, there are a few simple metrics that could
be used to evaluate different aspects of canine-computer interactions. In
the scenarios described earlier in the paper, there are situations where
the computer presents information to the dog, the dog is expected to
make some decision or perform some action, and interact in some way
with the computer. It is not required that all of these components be
in every system, for example, in some cases the computer may give
directions and a human interprets the result, however this section will
focus on metrics for evaluating interactions involving a dog activating
a device. In Figure 7.1, we have isolated the section of our model that
relates to canine–computer interaction, and in the next few paragraphs
will discuss the corresponding metrics.

First, there are the metrics associated with the Gulf of Evalua-
tion, or how we measure if the dog understood information presented
by the computer. This could include everything from tones, images,
videos, scent, tactile stimulation, or any other computer-generated cue.
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Figure 7.1: Canine–computer interaction component adaptation of Norman’s
model.

In studies such as those done by Britt et al. [2011], audio tones and
vibrational cues were generated to give direction to a dog to follow a
path. This particular study used metrics relating to search times and
position error, because they were tracking the path of the dogs. These
are examples of context-specific metrics that can be used to compare
similar canine remote-navigation systems. However the metrics pre-
sented in the haptics study by Byrne et al. [2016] provide us a few
more general metrics for measuring canine performance during the gulf
of evaluation such as dog response rate (DRR) and dog response accu-
racy (DRA). They defined dog response rate, a measure of how often
a dog responded to a haptic cue, as

DRR = (N − D)/N∗100,

where N is the number of computer generated cues; D, deletions, num-
ber of times the dogs failed to give any response.

They argued that this was an effective measure of whether the dog
perceived the cue, regardless if the dog knew to perform the correct
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action, or if the dog perceived it as the correct command. It is possible
for these responses to be physiological measures, such as changes in
breathing patterns or heart rate, which can be useful if trying to deter-
mine if the dog can sense a specific computer generated cue, which
specifically relate to canine perception. Dog response accuracy (DRA),
a measure of how correctly the dog perceived and responded to a cue,
was defined as

DRA = (N − D − S − I)/N∗100,

where N is the number of computer generated commands; D, dele-
tions, dog did not respond at all to cue; S, substitutions, dog per-
formed incorrect action; I, insertions, dog performed action without
being commanded.

Notice that the DRA penalizes the dog not only if he fails to acti-
vate, but also if he activates multiple times on a single command, or
activates without a command. The DRA is the most stringent metric,
requiring perfection in the dog’s interaction.

Jackson et al. [2015] also proposed a metric called Interface Reliabil-
ity (IR), which was a measure of how reliably the computer generated
the appropriate stimulus or cue for a dog. An example of a failure
would be a Bluetooth signal being lost and a vibration motor (used for
feedback) not being triggered. In their paper they measured IR as

IR = (N − D − I)/N∗100,

where N is the intended number of computer generated cues; D, dele-
tions, actuator failed to generate intended cue; I, insertions, unintended
cue generation.

Using these metrics described in Byrne et al.’s paper, it is possible to
measure whether dogs both perceive the information presented as com-
mands (DRR), and whether they can properly distinguish which spe-
cific command was given (DRA). Using the metrics in Jackson et al.’s
paper it is possible to measure the reliability of the system giving the
cues, it is possible to measure the reliability of the technology giving the
cue to the dog. Through these metrics it should be possible to evaluate
if and where during the gulf of evaluation errors are occurring.
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While the previous metrics can address the gulf of evaluation, a
related set of metrics are needed to properly address the gulf of exe-
cution. This includes measuring slips and mistakes, defined earlier. In
human studies these metrics can be evaluated by interviewing the par-
ticipant to determine their plan of execution. If their plan is incorrect,
it would be a mistake, whereas if they fail to correctly activate a sen-
sor, it is a slip. In canines it is much more difficult to evaluate mistakes
because the dog cannot articulate his thoughts. However, detecting mis-
takes are crucial for iteratively improving the system’s affordances to
better match a dog’s expectations as to how the interface should work.
For these purposes we propose a metric called active dog understanding
(ADU), which applies to active dog–handler interfaces and determines
the dog’s understanding of the interface interaction task. It does not
require sensor activation, only correct interaction with the sensor and
is calculated as:

ADU = (N − D − S − I)/N∗100,

where N , number of commands from handler to dog; D, deletions, dog
did not attempt to activate; S, Substitutions, dog performed wrong
action; I, insertions, dog activated without command.

At first glance, the ADU seems identical to the dog response accu-
racy (DRA) metric described earlier. However, the ADU measures dog–
handler interfaces (the dog activating a sensor usually from a verbal
or environmental cue) while the DRA measures handler–dog interfaces
(such as haptic cues). Both require perfect performance to achieve 100%
accuracy. Additionally it is important to distinguish between errors
made by the dog and errors made by the system. Jackson et al. [2015]
proposed a metric evaluating how well a given dog–computer interface
worked. They proposed a metric called interface accuracy (IA), which
characterizes how well the interface recognizes a dog’s actions correctly.
Interface accuracy was calculated as

IA = (N − D − I)/N∗100

where N , correct attempts (touches, bites, tugs) from the dog; D, dele-
tions, sensor did not activate; I, insertions, sensor activated without
interaction.
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Physiological Response. Other ways of measuring dog interaction
include monitoring physiological response, which observes when there is
a change in the state of the dog (such as respiration or heart rate) that
corresponds with stimulation from the interface. Note that physiologi-
cal responses can happen even when the dog’s overt behavior remains
unchanged. There are a variety of physiological metrics such as mea-
suring breathing, heart rate, and posture, which can be useful depend-
ing on the application domain. For example, Gazit et al. [2003] used
breathing patterns as a metric for scent detection.

Sensor Reachability. Another useful metric for slips in the gulf of exe-
cution is sensor reachability, which quantifies the physical difficulty
associated with reaching the sensor due to its placement and is calcu-
lated as the ratio of the number of successful acquisitions of the device
regardless of activation to the number of attempts to access the device.
Valentin et al. [2014] reported preliminary work to evaluate the ease of
reaching different parts of the body, creating an instrumented target
stick that produced a tone when the dog touched it with his nose, and
placing it in a number of anatomically measured locations.

Overall Metrics. The general metric of overall accuracy considers all
insertions, deletions, and substitutions, whether caused by the dog or
the sensor. Overall recall rate (how many commands resulted in suc-
cessful activations), overall precision (of the activations, what fraction
were correct), false positives per hour (how many false triggers the
system encounters), and training time are also relevant to the gulf of
execution.



8
Ethical Issues

Ethics is an important consideration for researchers in canine-centered
computing. The symbiotic relationship between dogs and humans pro-
vides an opportunity to develop technologies that extend and comple-
ment canine capabilities and improve the welfare of both humans and
dogs. Ethics standards are clearly defined for human research subjects,
and human studies are carefully supervised by Institutional Review
Boards. Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees (IACUCs) typ-
ically review animal studies in a similar manner, but canine-centered
computing represents a very different type of animal-subject research
than typical lab animal studies. The challenge for canine-centered com-
puting is to examine human ethical standards to determine what com-
ponents apply to dogs. For example, what does “respect for persons,”
in the animal domain mean? Should a dog have full autonomy (such as
a way of consenting to participate in a study)? How do we quantify the
“benefit” technologies have on dog welfare? There are many approaches
to tackling these answers, but first, we need to provide a brief overview
of animal welfare to form a base for a discussion on ethics. We will
address the topic as secularly as possible; however, we recognize that
our analysis centers on practices in Europe and the United States.
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8.1 Overview of animal ethics

Animal welfare addresses the treatment and well-being of animals on
farms, in zoos, as pets, and pertinently, as subjects in scientific research.
Modern laws for the ethical treatment of cattle originated in Ireland
when Thomas Wentworth of the Irish Parliament proposed “An Act
against Plowing by the Tayle, and pulling the Wooll off living Sheep”
in 1635, banning the mistreatment of horses and sheep [Lane, 2011]. In
1822, the Irish MP Richard Martin addressed humane behavior with
“Cruel Treatment of Cattle Act of 1822,” broadening ethical treat-
ment to cattle as well [Blackstone and Stewart, 1839]. Finally, the
United Kingdom expanded animal welfare to consider all animals in
their “Cruelty to Animals Act of 1835” and “Protection of Animals
Act of 1911” and many other countries in Europe and across the world
followed their precedent [Monamy, 2000]. In the United States, the Ani-
mal Welfare Act of 1966 is the only federal law that addresses how ani-
mals are treated in research, ensuring that research animals are treated
as humanely as possible [Cowan, 2010].

In addition to Animal Welfare Acts, it is important to discuss the
“Five Freedoms,” which were developed by the United Kingdom’s now
disbanded Farm Animal Welfare Advisory Committee (FAWAC) as
part of the Brambell Report written December 1965 [HMSO London,
ISBN 0 10 850286 4]. The Five Freedoms (see Figure 8.1) address ideal
states for animal welfare and serve as a foundation for assessing the
animals’ environment.

To this day, Europe continues to pioneer animal welfare and
bioethical analysis and its adaptation to animal–computer interaction,
of which canine-centered computing is a subset. Examining CCC
from various animal welfare standpoints, Grillaert and Camenzind
[2016] classify ACI research, through the discussion of dogs, into three
categories:

(1) Enhancing animal welfare through technology

(2) “[Solving] problems resulting from anthropocentric animal hus-
bandry” using technology

(3) Encouraging the bond between humans and canines.
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Figure 8.1: The five freedoms and provisions [HMSO London].

Additionally, Grillaert and Camenzind [2016] identify three areas of
improvement for canine-centered computing. First, as technology is
introduced to dogs, there can be a shift from “normal life behavior”
to time spent with screens, sensors, and other devices, and we need
to be cognizant of behavioral effects. Secondly, we need to be careful
of presuming preferences of our research subjects and understanding
the difference between correlation and causation. Dogs will often work
very hard to earn rewards or praise from a human, even if they do not
enjoy the task they are asked to perform. Finally, we need to conduct
research on understanding the impact of technology on canines. As we
see earlier in this paper, there are many differences between human
and canine capabilities. We inadequately understand the impact
technology has on humans, and we must study the impact of it on
canines in order to treat dogs fairly and humanely in the evolution of
the nascent canine-centered computing field.

8.2 Animal welfare through the lens of human
subjects research

It is important to have an open discussion on the differences between
animal subject ethics and human subject ethics in research. This
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discussion is by no means comprehensive, but is meant to catalyze
conversations between researchers in the two fields and to formulate an
ethical foundation for those in canine-centered computing. We exam-
ine animal welfare issues through the lens of the Belmont Report, the
cornerstone of ethical principles upon which the federal regulations for
the protection of human participants are based.

Before we start however, it is important to understand that there
are two dominating and contrasting views within bioethics. The first
is biocentrism, or “the view or belief that the rights and needs of
humans are not more important than those of other living things”
[DesJardins, 2014]. The second is anthropocentrism, or the belief that
“human beings are the central or most significant entities in the world”
[Boslaugh, 2016]. Recently, however, Grillaert and Camenzind [2016]
urged CCC researchers to take a moderate “critical anthropomorphic”
approach — one that acknowledges that technologies are designed by
humans for canines, but addresses the needs of the canines as well
and ensures that distress is limited during their use of technology. By
looking at animal ethics through the lens of the Belmont report, we
are not choosing between biocentric and anthropocentric approaches,
but are using the Belmont three principles (respect for persons, benef-
icence, and justice) to give insight into how animal–computer inter-
action designers have approached ethics in the past. It should also
be noted that this method has been used in the past to discuss the
application of these principles, see Figures 8.2 and 8.3 [Mepham, 1996,
Webster, online service]. The ethical matrices shown in Figures 8.2
and 8.3 demonstrate how the three principles manifest themselves when
it comes to animals and various stakeholders who benefit from animals.
We expand upon these.

8.2.1 The Office of Laboratory Animal Welfare (OLAW) and Insti-
tutional Animal Care and Use Committees (IACUC)

First and foremost, every institution conducting federally funded
research in the United States is required to submit their research
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Figure 8.2: Ethical matrix [Mepham, 1996].

Figure 8.3: Ethical matrix as applied to the production of food from animals (After
Mepham, 1996) [Webster and , online service].
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protocols to IACUC and provide justification for the use of animals in
their research. This is can be likened to human subjects research hav-
ing to undergo strict examination by the Institutional Review Board
(IRB) prior to studies being conducted.

8.2.2 Respect for persons

Respect for persons states that study participants should be able to
exercise their autonomy and that those with diminished autonomy
(vulnerable populations) are entitled to increased protection. While
it is difficult for a canine to consent to participation in a study, pro-
viding them with the ability to “opt in” is one method for autonomy.
Several animal–computer interaction authors have addressed possible
methods for conducting studies that allow animals to choose to partake
in the study, however these have never been extended to the canine
domain. For example, Lee et al. [2006] developed a wearable device
that provided chickens with a multiple sensory input feedback loop,
such as warmth and haptic sensors, where they were able to feel when
their owner “petted” them remotely. Using weighted doors to measure
the chicken’s motivation to participate, the chickens had the option to
choose between two differently colored doors — the red one led to a
house with food, water, and a vest and the blue door led to a house
with food and water without the vest. By providing the decision point
that allowed the chicken to decide whether or not to participate, Lee
et al. inadvertently provide us with a user-centered evaluation method.
Cheok et al. [2011] further contribute to the domain space by designing
a system that provides the ability for hamsters to choose whether they
want to play a game by leveraging tunnel spaces as an “attractor.”

The concern with these studies is that we do not know the motiva-
tion behind the participant choosing to participate in the study. Does a
chicken understand the difference between a red door and a blue door?
Does the chicken choose the red door because it leads to human interac-
tion and a potentially higher reward, or does she choose to participate
because she enjoys the sensation of being “petted” remotely? Interest-
ingly, the same questions arise from human studies, because research
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subjects often are paid and motivation to participate may have multiple
facets.

Additionally, respect for persons suggests that, as researchers, we
should respect the “essence of the dog.” Researchers have addressed
both sides of this topic. Mancini [2011] discusses the difficulties that
arise within ACI studies “as it raises the issue of inter-subjectivity (i.e.
the possibility of shared mental states) between humans (both partici-
pants and researchers) and animals.” However, Weilenmann and Juhlin
[2011] address the important concept of the anthropomorphism of inter-
actions and our study of it. They argue that adding context to the study
allows researchers to fully investigate the interactions from the aspect
of both the canine and human participants. Recently, researchers have
discussed the inclusion of animals in studies as participants. Wester-
laken and Gualeni pull from Latour’s Actor Network Theory and Har-
away’s situated knowledges to address “becoming with” by developing
and prototyping with their participants, being cognizant of how their
participants respond to different social interactions [Westerlaken and
Gualeni, 2016, Latour, 1987, Haraway, 1988].

8.2.3 Beneficence

Beneficence addresses that “researchers should have the welfare of the
research participant as a goal of any clinical trial or other research
study.” One of the main concerns within canine-centered computing is
the impact humans have on animal studies when they haven’t under-
gone proper training. Morrison et al. discuss how inconsistencies in
canine training alter the ability to conduct studies. Canine stress man-
ifests itself in different ways as well. Misunderstanding physical cues
impacts the welfare of the canine participant, and it is important that
anyone working with dogs have an understanding of dog body language
and physical indicators of stress.

8.2.4 Justice

Lastly, justice refers to having a “fair selection of research participants.”
This is a difficult principle to address for multiple reasons. First, spe-
cific working dog domains have bred specific traits and rely on specific
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breeds. Second, having access to a wide range of canine breeds is diffi-
cult. Third, if we are developing for specific working dog domains, we
should be testing on participants who meet the basic requirements of
that specific domain.

Clearly, there is much opportunity for work in the area of ethics for
canine-centered computing, to further define a vocabulary and to inves-
tigate methods for allowing dogs the independence to choose whether
to participate, or to make other choices within a study.



9
Canine Design Principles

In attempting to create design principles for canine interactions, we
turn to Nielsen’s principles for heuristic evaluation [Nielsen, 1994] and
combine these with practical considerations reported in the literature.
Reviewing these design principles when formulating or evaluating a
particular canine interaction may help discover challenges before they
become more difficult. Many of these design principles are chosen in
order to reduce the cognitive requirements on the dog, as that is more
of a priority with dogs than it is with human users. While complex inter-
actions are still possible, it takes significantly longer and more thorough
training in order to ensure the dog will understand and perform the
desired behaviors and interactions. As the field of canine–computer
interaction is still early in its development, we hope and expect that
these design principles may evolve.

9.1 Top design principles for canine-centered interaction

Visibility of system status. The system should provide the dog appro-
priate feedback in a timely matter. This may include auditory, visual,
or haptic outputs that indicate successful interaction to the dog.
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No hidden state. As much as possible, avoid hidden state and modes
in interactions. Interfaces for dogs should behave consistently; modal
interfaces can introduce confusion.

Latency. the system should respond with the dog’s success marker (pre-
dicting reward) as quickly as possible. Behavioral economics dictates
that the value of a reward decreases with any delays in delivering it
[Bailey and Farhoody, 2016].

Consistency. The interface and interactions should be consistent from
both the handler’s point of view and the dog’s point of view.

Universal design. As a species, dogs have a higher potential for variation
than any other animal. Just as human interfaces should account for
differing abilities, interfaces for dogs should consider and adjust for the
height, weight, reach, and other attributes of different breeds.

Match between system and the real world. The system should speak
the dog’s “language,” in that concepts should follow natural behaviors
and interactions should mimic the dog’s real-world experiences when
possible.

Saliency. Prompts and feedback should be distinct from each other. A
tone that means “sit” should be very distinct from a tone that means
“sensor activation successful.”

Reset on time-out. While computer interfaces for humans should
include a clearly marked “emergency exit” for undo or home, dogs
may not understand such concepts. If the interaction is not completed
within a certain time, the system should reset to the beginning system
state and give distinct cues (audio/visual) for this reset.

Error prevention. As error messages will probably not be understood by
a dog, dog-centered systems should eliminate error-prone conditions.

Recognition rather than recall (complex training). While complex multi-
step interfaces can be trained by chaining, reduce steps to require the
least amount of dog memory by making interface objects, actions, and
options visible. The dog should not have to remember information from
one part of an interaction to another.
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Flexibility and efficiency of use. By designing interfaces which build
on natural behaviors, create accelerators which the dog can discover
and use. For example, instead of requiring the dog to touch two icons
separately on a touchscreen, allow the dog to select both with one
swipe of his nose. Allow handlers and trainers to tailor and minimize
the effort of interfaces for frequent actions.

Aesthetic and minimalist design. Do not distract the dog with unnec-
essary information, as it could compete with the salient interface and
diminishes its relative visibility.

Speed. The interface should take at most four seconds to produce an
action. After that time interval, dogs may not be able to associate the
effects with their actions.

Repetition. When an interface fails to activate, dogs tend to repeat the
interaction until a reward is given. Ensure that the interface does not
produce multiple actions or switch states with repeated input within a
window of five seconds of the reward and create a pacing of the interface
that is commensurate with this window.

9.2 Affordances for canines

Dogs have many natural abilities for interaction, and sensors and other
affordances should be based on the natural abilities of dogs as much
as possible. Dogs can touch with their noses, they can pick up and
carry objects in their mouths, they can bite on objects, they can tug
on objects. They can also swipe with their paws and even use their ears
and bodies to activate interfaces. Capitalizing on what dogs do natu-
rally makes affordances much easier to understand. One of the most
interesting studies regarding canine affordances was work by Mancini
et al. [2016], which investigated the affordances of different types of
buttons and switches in order to determine which ones dogs most eas-
ily could use. Specifically of interest were the different types of door
opening switches that enable easier entry for people with disabilities.
By examining different types and styles of switches, they identified the
different aspects of a switch that provided the best affordances to the
dogs trying to use them.
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9.3 Feedback for canines

Norman’s principle of feedback discusses the importance of effectively
communicating to the user that an action has occurred, such as the
audible “click” as a person pushes a tactile button.

One of the most important things to consider is to minimize the
amount of time it takes for users to receive feedback on an action,
or latency. Traditionally humans understand system response by audi-
tory, visual, or haptic feedback. Dogs can understand similar forms of
feedback in simplified forms such as:

• Non-speech audio (beeps, tones) as reward markers

• Speech audio (commands or reward markers)

• Haptics — vibrations for commands or reward markers

• Visual — human gestures, motion, position, computer displays

• Cues — intentional and conditioned (i.e., GPS tone signifies
walk).

An important consideration for feedback to canines is that the input is
clearly trained and conditioned to be reinforcing.

9.4 Mapping for canines

Norman defines mapping as “the link between what you want to do
and what is perceived possible. It is the relationship between moving
a control, and the results in the real world” [Norman, 2013]. Working
with canines, it is important to focus on natural mappings, or environ-
mental cues that take advantage of natural dog understanding. These
mappings tie into the concept of affordances, or “the perceived and
actual properties of the thing, primarily those fundamental properties
that determine just how the thing could possibly be used” [Norman,
2013]. Affordances provide us with an indication on how something
should be used. For example, not only does a doorknob afford us clues
on how the door should be opened, but it also gives us clues to the
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fact that the door is actually a door and that we can walk through
it. Extending this to canines, our goal, as designers, is to look at ges-
tures and behaviors dogs use naturally, such as pointing behaviors or
chewing on dog bones, and leverage those in computing interactions.
To provide examples of natural canine interfaces and gestures, we can
look to research conducted by Valentin et al. [2016], Brugarolas et al.
[2012, 2013], and Winters et al. [2015] who leverage IMUs and computer
vision techniques to determine postural gestures. In some situations a
non-sensing harness containing nose targets could be used to help the
dog to learn to perform more consistent gestures to improve detection
accuracy [Alcaidinho et al., 2016].



10
Call to Action

Humans and dogs have a long history together, and while there have
been many advances in training and canine cognitive science over
the years, technology research and integration in canine systems are
very new fields of study. Recent progress in canine-centered technol-
ogy research is promising, and leads to some significant opportunities
going forward. One major opportunity for canine-centered research is
that advances in computing technology that have facilitated progress
in numerous other fields have not yet been fully utilized in the realm
of dogs. Computer supported work environments for humans have sig-
nificantly increased productivity in human work systems, and similar
benefits are likely if computer supported canine work environments is
more thoroughly researched. Dogs have acute perceptual capabilities
that cannot currently be matched by humans or machines, such as
their sense of smell, yet they have limited expressive abilities. canine-
Centered computing can bridge the gap between what a dog can per-
ceive, and what he can communicate to a human handler. The potential
of applying technologies in dog-centered domains is significant.

Through this overview of the canine-centered computing field, we
hope to illuminate the benefits that a canine-centered approach brings
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to designing systems for dogs. By investigating different ways dogs can
interact with technology, it is possible to change and even save lives.
Canine-centered technology can dramatically increase the quality of life
of individuals with assistance dogs, improve the safety of people with
medical conditions, enhance the speed and effectiveness of search and
rescue dogs, and reduce the costs of training working dogs. Even pets
can benefit from technology; canine-centered computing could improve
the care and well-being of pet dogs, increase adoption rates, and poten-
tially enable different ways owners can become more connected to their
pets.

Lastly, though canine-centered computing is a new field, we can
build on existing theory from human–computer interaction, which has
advanced significantly in the last several decades. By adapting well-
validated research practices and foundations developed in these human-
computer centric fields we can draw on this vast set of knowledge
to quickly adapt this information to accelerate the advancement of
the field of canine-centered computing. Significant further research is
needed to determine the extent of HCI theory and methods that can
be adapted; researchers from other human-centered computing fields
are an essential component of the evolution of canine-centered com-
puting. Careful consideration must be given to ethics, dog autonomy
and choice, and how human ethics practices should apply to dogs. Our
ultimate goal for this work is to inspire researchers to generate new
ideas and avenues to explore, and to open discussion on how to sup-
port, evolve, and expand the new field of canine-centered computing.
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